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THE INHERITANCE OF DOUBLENESS IN MAT- 
THIOLA AND PETUNIA. I. THE HYPOTHESES* 

HOWARD B. FROST 

CITRUS EXPERIMENT STATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

THE peculiar inheritance of "doubleness" in stocks 
(Matthiola) has long been a matter of special interest. 
Some races produce only single-flowering plants. A pure 
double-flowering race, on the other hand, is an impossibil- 
ity; the doubles are absolutely sterile, stamens and pistils 

FIG. 1. Matthiola plants, unselected progeny of two parents, showing the 
mixture of singles and doubles invariably given by this variety (" Snowflake "). 
Note that the singles, in these cool-greenhouse cultures, differ little from the 
doubles in earliness of flowering. (The singles and doubles have been separated 
for photographing. The singles are plants 1, 2, 3, and 11 (misplaced), from the 
left side, in the tipper row, and plants 1 to 5 in the lower row.) 

being entirely absent. Certain races, however, consist of 
both singles and doubles, in nearly equal numbers,1 each 
generation being descended from the singles of the pre- 

* Paper No. 17, Citrus Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, Univer- 
versity of California, Riverside, California. 

1 The usual proportion -of doubles in large cultures seems to be near 53 
per cent., or perhaps slightly higher in some cases. 
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ceding generation (see Fig. 1); the following diagrain 
shows the mode of iilheritance in snch races: 

Sillgle 

Double Sillnle 
(sterile) 

Double Single 
(sterile) 

Miss Saunders (1911; 1913; Bateson, 1909. pp 2(01)204) 
has clone a great ainonnt of work on heredity in Matthtiola, 
and has developed an ingenious hypothesis to explain the 

peculiar behavior of doubleness. Golclsclnnidt (1913) has 
given another explanation, which has been vigoronsly\ 
criticized by Miss Sannders. Several years ago (per.- 
haps in 1.909), largely oln the basis of Miss Sannclers's evi- 
clence, I formulated a hypothesis somewhat sinip]er than 
either of those just mentioned. 

In view of the special interest of the case at present, 
and the fact that one or both of the essential points of 
m-ny explanation have been sugnestecl incidentally by an- 
other writer (Belling, 1915, 1915a), it seems desirable to 
give a general review of the hypotheses at this time.2 

As Miss Sa-unders'ns (1911; Bateson, 1909, p. 201-204) 
crosses have showii, the ''double-throwing'' singles are 
heterozygons, the approxim-ately 1: I ratio being clue to 
the fact that the functional pollen is all double-carryingo>. 
This is shown by Miss Saunders 's crosses between double- 
throwers and pure singles. When the donble-thrower 
is the seed-parent, about half the F1 progeny are lietero- 
zygous, the rest being pure singles; about half the double- 
throwo er eggs, thenr, are ''double-carrying.'. On the other 

2 -\IM own data bearing on the problem have largely been published (Frost, 
1911) or Awill he published in two papers (Frost, unpublished) soon to ap- 

peal; some further evidence, relating to the proportions secured with some 
8,000 plants of o01e variety, together with a sumnnary of my other data, is to 
be presented in a pa-per to follow the present one. Aside, however, from one 

important general feature of these results, to be briefly stated belmv, the 
view giv-j7en here is dependent on AMiss Saunders 's eAv idence and that cited 
by her. 
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hand, when the double-thrower is the pollell-l)arellt, all 
the F1 piogely are hetetrozvgous; lhence all the double- 
thrower-pollen is cdoui)le-earryilg. These facts are il- 
lustrateci by the two followilng, diagramiis (adapted from 
Go] lselmidtl) 

P1 Double-thrower Pure single & 

FK Single (I-,) Single (1) 

2 Sin-le Sintgle (1) Sinlgle ()-10 D(uble (--) 

F3 S~i-l sIll Singlee(() Kv Sinoble Sing~le Sino1le (A-) SiD-le (, Double ( 
(pure) (pure) (pure) (lieterozyg ,0ous) (sterile) 

P1 Pure silngle T Doublle-thrower e 

F1 Sino-le 

F2 Single (-}) Silnle (-) Double (1) 
I I ~~ ~ ~~I I 

K3 S~ill<(le SilSngle (1) Sinolo (I)) Double (-4) 
(pure) (pm e) (beterozyolous) ( sterile) 

In these two crosses, wa.1here the7 " sinyleiXess "' i? the F, 
(or la-ter) heteroz/yotes co)mes en)tirel froni the pare 
single parent, we get w\ihat seems to be an ordinary Men- 
clelian3 result in F2; the pollen of these heterozygotes 
must earry both 'sinoleness'' and doublenesss." The 
absence of sino-leness from the double-thrower pollen is 
taken bay Bateson (1914, p. 292, foot-note) as almost con- 
elusivTe evidence of somatic segregation of factors, occur- 
ring in snclh a wav that thie pollen-nmother-cells receive 
only cloubleness. Neither lie nor Miss Saunders, how- 
ever, gives any reason why singleness, rather than double- 
ness, should be tlus eliminated. Goldselimidt (1913) 
and Bellingo (1915, p. 126) haave stated that selective 
sterility of pollen will also explain the case, and definite 
evidence for this view is presented below. 

3 i0 o11e crosses the proportion of doubles is smaller, possibly 1/1:6 
instead of 1/4. 
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To ex-plain the slight but constant excess of doubles 
over singles, Miss Saunders assu-Lmes that two comple- 
mentarv linked factors, X and Y, are essential to single- 
ness, and that these factors cannot be carried by the male 
gametes of the double-throwers, which are all xy. X and 
Y are supposed to be so linked in the ovtules that the four 
kinds of eggs are produced, not in equal numbers, but in 
the ratio 7XY: IXy: IxY: 7xy-or else in the ratio 15: 1: 
1: 15. Fertilization by xy pollen will give, in the former 
case, 7XY . xy + lXy xy + xY xy + 7xy xy; if only 
zygotes having both X and Y are single-flowering, only 
the first class will consist of singles, and the doubles will 
constitute 9/16, or 56-1 per cent., of the total. Linkage 
on the 15: 1 plan would give 17/32, or 531 per cent., of 
doubles.4 

For certain cases -lwhere crosses with pure singles have 
given much less than 95 per cent. of doubles in F2, Miss 
SauLnlders assumes the presence of a second set of two 
linked factors, X' and Y'; then any zygote receiving X or 
X' together with Y or Y' is a single, and the proportion 
of doubles is correspondingly reduced. 

ATon Tschermak (1912)) favors Miss Saunders's hypoth- 
esis; lie suggests the possibility of selective elimination 
(in a dihybrid scheme), but does not consider this expla- 
nation probable. It would seem, however, in view of con- 
siderations stated below, that any dihybrid scheme to ex- 
plain the usual slight deviation of the double-throwing 
races from a 1: 1 ratio is -unnecessarily complex. 

Goldscluucidt 's (1913) hypothesis assumes selective 
degeneration or sterility of pollen in the double-throw- 
ers, and considers the case to be one of sex-linkage, class- 
ing the slightly aberrant ratio with the known cases of 
slight deviation in the sex-ratio in animals. He supposes 
that this '' hermaphroditic " plant is homozygous for a 
distinct fact-or for femaleness (F), producing eggs all of 
which carry this factor. He assumes that singleness is 

4M-Ijss Saunders (1911) rather favors the latter gametic ratio, which also 
corresponds closely to my- owil data. 
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determinedly by one domninant factor, S; the eggWs of the 
double2-thrower, then, are SF (" single ") and sF 
(" double H). He assumes, also, that half the pollen- 
grains or microspores, in all races of Mlattvioloa, lack F, 
probably because of elim-ination of part of an X-chronio- 
some, and that these polleni-grainis degenerate or at least 
are n1onl-functional, so that no stamninate plants are pro- 
duced. It is necessary to assuLme, theen, that 'in the 
doluble-throwing races S (or s) and F are carried by) -- the 
same chromosome, and tlatt the S-carrying, chromosome 
is always the one to eliminate F. The S-carrying crlio- 
iosomes will then gbe the ones destined to degenerate. 
The pollen resulting is of two kinds, Sf (" single," nllo- 
functional), and sF ('" double, ' functional). 

The double-throwing plant, then, is SFsF its eggs are 

SF and sF, w while its pollen-grains are Sf (noii-funlc- 
tionla-l) and sF. Se]f-pollination gives, then, SFsF 
(lheterozvgxo-ous or double-throwing singles) and sFsF 
(hioinozygous sterile doubles). 

The factor 5, however, can not in itself, in general, in- 

sure pollen-clegeiieratioii, since homozvgous singles (SS) 
produce fertile pollen. Nor can the case be one of degen- 
eration of all pollen-graims receive ng, a fimoaternial X-Ch ro- 

M8o1oMe, as is proved by the results of crossing SS and Ss 
races. Heterozygous singles (Ss) which get the S factor 

from a pure single (SS) pareiit, either through egg or 

through sperm, produce g ood S pollen, as is showii by the 
ordinary, Mendelian ratio among their progeny (I homo- 

Zy-gous single (SS) :2 heterozygous singles (Ss) : I homo- 
zygouLs double (ss). Goldselimidt is driven to assume, 
therefore, that the singleness factor (S,) in the double- 
throwers differs from that in the pure singles (S)-or 
else to suppose that another factor interferes in the 
former type. 

It will be seen that Goldsclhnidt gives, at most, only an 
indefinite implied explanation of the deviation of the 
doublie-single, ratio from equality in the double-tb rowing 
races. And it is hard to see what advantage is secured 
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byNT introducingo7 sex-factors into the discussion at all, when 
all actual individuals lhave both stamens and pistils, or 
else neither. When we assnue-as Goldsclnnidt does 
that. the factor S is so modified in the double-throwing 
races as to insure the sterility of pollen-grains receiviing 
it, the known facts must follow; it seems wholly superflu- 
ous to refer the sterility to linkao-e of S, with a sex-factor. 
The hypotlhesis seems quite unnecessarily complex; there 
is no real evidence lhere for the existemice of a distinctly 
heritable femaleness factor, or for any\ elimination of sex- 
factors in pollen-formation, or for the occurrence of non- 
functional pollen in ordinary pure single (SS) races. 

In a reply to Goldschlmidt, Miss Saunders (1913) gives 
a very clear presentation of botlh her formulation and 
that of Professor Goldschmidt, urging most of the ob- 
jections to the latter scheme which are stated above, b-ut 

especially empliasizing its failure to explain the excess 
of doubles over 50 per cent. She also objects to the as- 
sumption of the existence of non-functional pollen, but I 
can not agree with her on thiss point. 

I have sectioned antlers prepared for cytological 
study, and have frequently observed stages subsequent to 
the reduction divisions. The spore-tetrads appear minor- 
mnal, and there seems to be no early and conspicuous ev i- 
dence of later degeneration. The "'single'" pollen, how- 
ever, might even germinate and Yet be strictly non-func- 
tional because of weak growth; and, as is shown below, 
the singles are actually inferior to the doubles in vigor. 
Selective partial sterility seems to be a rather comminon 
phenomnenon, aind it very probably occurs here. 

Tlme omily other recourse seems to be the hypothesis of 
somiatic segregation mentioned above, anud somatic segre- 
gation, except as a rare accident of abnormal cell-divi- 
sion, has no decisive evidence in its favTor5 and an over- 
whelmminii convergence of probabilities against it. Bel- 
lino (1915) calls attention to dlecisive evidence against 

5 Batesoon's (1914, p. 2992) positivenless in its favor seenis to depend on 
just such eases as that here in questions. 
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it in five genera representing as many distinct orders. 
Bateson himself (1909, chap. 9) reports a fact which 
seems to exclude it in the sweet pea, although his redu- 
plication, hwypothzesis6 (Bateson and Punnett, 1911) wo tld 
require e it there if a iiywhere. 

This phenomenon is one to -lwhich East (1915, p. 87) has 
recently referred, the " zygotic' " nature of certain pol- 
len-grain characters. In the sweet pea, for instance, F1 
hvbridss between certain races with long dominantn) and 
round pollen have, the pollen all long, although segrega- 
tionl, ol any hypothesis, must have already occurred 
before the shaping of the pollen-grains. If segregation 
takes place as a result of chromosome-reduction, in the 
formation of the spore-tetrads, it is not strange that the 
cytoplasm of the young pollen-grain still retains the im- 
press of the diploid maternal set of chromosomes, so that 
the pollen-g'rains give no evidence in their shape of the 
segregation that lhas just taken place. On the other 
hand, if segregation takes place early enough to permit 
of extensive " redluplications " of the cells carrying cer- 
tain combinations of factors, it is very strange that the 
cytoplasm of the pollen-grain should be essentially 
maternal in nature. Especially does this evidence nega- 
tive any hypothesis of cytoplasmic seogregation -and if 
segregation is nuclear, surely we have reasons enough for 
connecting it with the reduction of the chromosomes. 

It is dlue to Golclschmliclt's ;hypothesis to note that a 
factor " completely coupled " with S, completely lethal 
for pollen and only slightly so for the embryo-sac, would 
explain the peculiarities of the case in Matthiola, both the 
non-functioning- of the S-carrying pollen and the excess 
of doubles over 50 per cent. This is an amplification of 
his suggestion, in a passing reference (1913, p. 81), of a 

6 Bateson and Punnett explain linkage of genetic factors by means of tlie 
hypothesis of soniatic, segregation. They assomne that a period of cell-divi- 
sion intervenes between the segregation of MAlendeliami factors and the 
formation of the germn-cells, and that the cells bearing certain sets of factors 
divide more often thanm the rest. This wonld result in making some classes 
of gerin-cells more numerous than others. 
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possible " further distinct hereditary factor "I; I merely 
omit the sex-factor, and suppose the other factor to be 
lethal in itself. He eAvidently does not notice that this 
sort of factor might -well explain more than the sterility 
of the pollen. It amounts to the same thing, however, 
to suppose the double-thrower S (or S,) to be itself the 
lethal factor. The introduction of sex-factors seems en- 
tirely unnecessary here, and the supposed lethal elimina- 
tion of an F factor can not be general in. hermaphroditic 
plants, since it would involve the universal occurrence of 
sterile microspores or pollen. 

Our case appears to be merely one of a hybrid showing 
selective sterility of pollen-grains, a sterility due to the S 
factor or to a lethal factor linked with S. Further, if 
there is also a slight tendency to selective elimination of 
S-carrying eggs, we have a simple and direct explanation 
of the excess of doubles over the expected 50 per cent. 
Or, if the s-carrying eggs are, more often fertilized, the 
excess of doubles is explained. Once more, selective 
elimination of single (Ss) embryos might produce the 
same result. 

There are several facts which are extremely suggestive 
in relation to all these possible forms of selective elimina- 
tion. First, it is known that, in a double-throwing race, 
the doubles are longer-lived than the singles in the seed 
stage; Miss Saunders (1911, p. 362) has definitely con- 
firmed the common belief that the proportion of doubles 
tends to increase with the age of the seed. Second, Miss 
Saunders (1911, p. 364) has obtained a higher proportion 
of doubles from seed of lower viability, even with fresh 
seed. Third, some seed-growers (deAries, 1906, p. 335) 
regularly " starve " the seed-bearing plants, in the belief 
that they thus increase the percentage of doubles among 
the progeny. Fourth, the writer (Frost, 1911) has found, 
with one variety, that inhibition of flowering by high tem- 
perature is much more marked with singles than with 
doubles; in field cultures, in many cases, hot weather 
greatly delayed or entirely prevented flowering, tbe 
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difference there being very much greater than that shown 
in the tables in the paper cited. Fifth, in the cultures 
just mentioned the doubles had larger leaves than the 
singles and evidently were decidedly larger as young 
plants. It seems that the double form (ss) is superior to 
the heterozygous single (Ss) of this double-throwing race 
in general vegetative vigor, and a similar difference may 
exist between s and S gametes; onr these facts probably 
depend the peculiarities of thte observed ratio. 

In order to make the case of doubleness in Matthiiola 
as clear as possible, let us consider a brief summary of 
the formulations that have been proposed. There are 
two essential points to be explained, namely: (1) the fact 
that the singleness factor or set of factors of the double;- 
throwing races can not be carried by functional pollen, 
although the corresponding factor or factor-group of the 
pure single races so far tested is normal in relation to 
pollen, even in single-double hybrids; (2) the fact that 
the double-throwing races show a small but fairly con- 
stant excess of doubles over 50 per cent. 

Miss Saunders gives a formally adequate but rather 
complex factorial hypothesis for (2). She leaves (1), 
however, essentially unexplained; she evidently relegates 
it to the realm of somatic segregation, and in any case 
makes no suggestion as to the real cause of the unitformn 
elimination of singleness. 

Goldschmidt, on the other hand, gives for (1) a hypoth- 
esis of selective sterility which is adequate, though of 
obviously unnecessary complexity, but fails with (2) 
about as completely as Miss Saunders does with (1). 

It is here maintained that an extension of the general 
idea of selective elimination or viability, in any one of 
the several forms consistent with the evidence, complies 
with all the requirements, adequately explaining both (1) 
and (2). It might seem, at first thought, that the as- 
sumption of a difference between S and S, or of the exist- 

7 This evidence is to be published mainly inl my forthcoming paper on 
''Mutation in Mattltiola.'' 
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ence of a. distinct linked lethal factor, makes this scheme 
as complex as that of Miss Saunders; this is not the case, 
however, since Miss Saunders's scheme simply omits any 
attempt at real explanation of the peculiarity of the 
double-thrower pollen; her formulation imperatively re- 
quires the addition of the hypothesis of selective, via,- 
bility, or of some definite equivalent for it.s 

The real puzzle of the case lies in the fact that the 
double-throwers plainly differ from the pure singles so 
far tested in at least two respects heterozygosity for 
singleness (ability to form sporophylls) and the associa- 
tion of some peculiarity with the remaining singleness. 
This, however, is essentially a problem of the origin of 
the double-throwing races, and is, in any case, nowhere 
simpler than with the hypothesis here suggested. Miss 
Saunders 's scheme really implies four factorial or linkage 
differences between pure singles and double-throwing 
singles, and for certain cases six such differences, in place 
of the two or three required by the hypothesis here 
favored. That is, the double-thrower is supposed to 
differ from the pure single in the following points: (1) 
that it is heterozygous for two complementary factors 
(X and Y) for which the pure single is pure, and in some 
cases also for a second set of such factors (X' and Y') ; 
(2) that its "' singleness " can not be carried by func- 
tional pollen; (3) that X and Y are partially instead of 
completely linked. It is here proposed to drop half the 
factors of (1), and this makes (3) superfluous. 

s She supposes (Saunders, 1911, p. 334) that X and Y are completely 
linked in the pure singles, but only partially so in the double-throwers; this 
explains why, with self-pollination, the latter give 50 + per cent. of doubles 
rather than 50 per cent., hut vot wthy th26Aey approximate .0 per cent. itlstead 
of 25 per cent. It would seem, however, that the Ss hybrid between pure 
single (SS) and double-thrower (51s) may usually give double progeny 
approximating, not the 25 per cent. assumed, but a slightly lower ratio. 
A posssible general slight deficiency of doubles in this cross is not provided 
for in Miss Sau-nders's hypothesis, complete linkage of X and Y explaining 
why there is not an excess of doubles; whether the viability-hypothesis is 
adequate depends on the general viability-relations of the S factor (as dis- 
tinguished from S), which quite possibly is even superior to s in respect to 
Vigor. 
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It must be admitted, however, that (3) is not in itself 
improbable if (1) is true, in view of Miss Saunders's 
evidence. A similar difference between races, with re- 
spect to linkage, occurs with " cream " flower-color, 
which is partially linked with doubleness in the sulfur- 
wwhite races, but completely linked in the pure!-cream 
races. The essential difference of the viability-Ihypoth- 
esis, as here presented, relates to (1) ; the demon- 
strated lower viability of the singles, eviclelitly the basis 
of (2), makes possible the simplification of (1). 

If we accept this viability-hypothesis, there seem to be 
two general possibilities as to the origin of the double- 
throwing races. One is that the mutation by which Ss 
(double-throwing) races arise from SS (pure single) 
races involves a simultaneous or consequent alteration 
in the remaining S factor (or the production of a lethal 
factor completely linked with S), by which the presence 
of S becomes incompatible with pollen-formation. 
Second, it may be that the particular race, or races in 
-which our double-throwing forms originated had an S 
factor originally different from that of 'the pure single 
races which have beenl useed in crossing with double- 
throwers-that is to say, an S factor originally incompat- 
ible with the formationi of good pollen in an Ss plant- 
or else that they originally possessed the lethal factor 
suggested. If the second supposition is correct, such 
pure single races may be found,-races which in crossing 
with double-throwers never give the F., ratio 3 singles:1 
double, but only approximately 1 single: 1 double. 

With Petunia, if we ignore the new seed-producing 
double (Francis, 1913), which has a distinct type of 
flower, the general case would seem to be similarly 
simple. Here, as is well known, the doubles are pro- 
cluced only when singles are pollinated by doubles, the 
ordinary doubles heaving stamens but not pistils, or, at 
most, non-functional rudiments of pistils. In this case 
the doubleness factor (D) is plainly dominant, and is 
perhaps to be considered an inhibitor; the single, then, is 
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dd, and- the double Dd, cross-pollination giving ldd:lDd. 
There is usually (Saunders, 1910) an excess of singles; 
here, as in Matthiolai, the heterozygous form is the one 
deficient in numbers, and it is also the one which appears 
inferior in vegetative vigor.9 Probably thle deviation 
from the 1: 1 ratio is due in Petuuii to selective elimlina- 
tion of doublentess. 

We have, then, in Matthiola and Petunia, hybrids 
evidently due, not to the crossing of widely different 
forms, but to mutation within the race,'0 and yet they 
are partially sterile, and perhaps even lacking in vegeta- 
tive vigor because of their hybridity! In connection witl 
the vigorous discussion of mutation now going on, it 
seems worth while to ask whether, in a case like that of 
(E,)iothbera, hybridization is the cause of mutation or 
mutation one great cause of hvbridity; apparently both 
views may be in part correct. 

Miss Saunders favors a dihybrid scheme for Petunia, 
evidently supposing the difference here also to depend on 
two complementary factors, both necessary for single- 
ness. Her assumption that singleness is dominant, as in 
Matth7iola, seems absolutely untenable. In considering 
the last point, we may ignore the dilhybrid feature, since 
this evidently concerns only the deviation of the ratio 
from 50 per cent. 

Her formulation, as thus simplified, makes the singles 
Ss and the doubles necessarily ss; the data thenr indicate 
that the functional single pollen is all S-carrying (the 
reverse of the case in Mlatthiola), since self-pollinated 
singles produce no doubles. Then, either the single eggs 
are S + s, and the double pollen s + s, or the single eggs 
are s + s, and the double pollen S+ s. The latter 
assumption is obviously impossible, since it not only con- 
tradicts the assumptions that singleness is dominant, but 

9 Theodore Payne, a seedsmana of Los Angeles, California, says in his 
1914 see'd-eatalogue, "'The weaker seedlings should he carefully saved, as 
these invariably producee the double flowers.'' 

10 This is not to assume that some distuTbanee due to crossing of two 
single-flowering forms might not have led to the mutationion." 
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makes both singles ancd doubles heter ozygous (Ss) ;11 the 
former assumption, however, is also excluded, as Miss 
Saunders shows, by the fact that. all singles tested pro- 
duce some doubles when pollinated by doubles that is,. 
the expected, class of pure singles (SS) does not occur. 
Evidently, as both Goldschrmidt (1913) and Belling (1915) 
assume, 1 doubleniess is dominant in Petunia, and selective 
viability probably completes the explanation. 
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